
Briefing: The strange disappearance of the 
Blutsturm agent has quite a few questions. How 
was she able to get behind Union forces like that? 
It was as if she was able to disappear at will. This 
must be brought to light. 

Game Board: Ksiaz Castle Ground Floor

Difficulty Level: Hard

Game Mode: Story Mode

Necessary Materials: Tannhäuser Board 
Game

Setup: A Deployment Roll is not necessary. The 
Union enters from the front door. The Reich will 
enter from the stairwell. The Union player goes 
first, no initiative roll required. The game lasts 
10 turns.

Special Rules: The Reich are only able to use a 
Blutsturm agent and the two troopers. The troop-
ers enter via the stairwell as per normal rules. 
The Blutsturm agent may appear on the board on 
any circle as her movement, excepting circles a 
character may not be on and she may not appear 
on another character. She may engage models 
upon entering the board. On her next turn she 
may be removed from the board. She may reenter 
the board on her following turn.  
 

Reich Objective: Complete all objectives. Then 
eliminate any non-hero personnel.

Reich Advantage: The Reich benefit from 
continuous reinforcements. The trooper models 
may come back every time they are killed.

Union Objective: The Blutsturm agent must 
be captured. If a Union model is in a circle next 
to the agent, they may make a capture roll. The 
capture roll is resolved exactly like a melee attack 
without a weapon, except the model does not need 
the melee skill. If the Blutsturm agent does not 
successfully defend, she is captured. Remove the 
figure from the board.

Union Advantage: Every primary objective 
completed adds one die to the capture attempt.

Victory Conditions: The Reich immediately 
win if the Blutsturm agent can complete all three 
objectives, and kill both Union troopers.
The Reich score a minor victory if they manage to 
kill all Union models. 

The Union immediately wins if they capture the 
Blutsturm agent.
The Union scores a minor win if they complete all 
three objectives, or get to 20 victory points.

OPERATION: How to Disappear Completely


